d. Libya asserts that the Court was only given the authority to rule on what principles should apply in this case but leave it to the states to apply them. They assert that the special agreement between the two states does not give Court the jurisdiction to apply a practical method to the delimitation area that they advise should be used.
e. Key note -There is no defendant or plaintiff in this case because both parties petitioned the Court to arbitrate this issue under a special agreement decided on by the two states.
II. Questions/Issues a. Does the Supreme Court have jurisdiction to hear this case?
b. Does the Court have the jurisdiction to apply the principles in a practical method it asserts applies to this case to the delimitation zone? c. What area should be considered for the delimitation zone? d. What is the practical method that should be applied to the delimitation zone to settle the dispute between the two nations?
III.Decisions a. The Court does have jurisdiction in this case because both States submitted copies of the Special Agreement they decided on in order to petition the Court to arbitrate this dispute. Since both parties petitioned the Court to hear this case, they both gave their consent to have the Court hear it.
b. The Court ruled that it did have the jurisdiction to apply the practical method based on the principles and circumstances that applied to this case to the delimitation zone contrary to the assertion of Libya. Because the states only gave themselves 4 months to put the Court's decision into play after the ICJ made its ruling, the Court decided that the intent of this time was not for negotiation, but for putting the practical method designed by the Court into effect.
c. The Court held that the only area it could rule on was the area of the continental shelf that was not affected by the jurisdiction of another state unless a treaty or agreement was already in place between the non-included state and either Tunisia or Libya. For example, because there was already an existing treaty between Tunisia and Italy concerning their sea boundaries, the Court did not need to take into account the jurisdiction of Italy when deciding the delimitation area because that area was already decided. On the other hand, there was no former agreement with Malta between either State concerning the jurisdiction of shared sea area. Therefore, the Court ruled that it could not take into account any area that was shared between Libya and Tunisia that was also affected by the jurisdiction of Malta because Malta had not given its consent to have matters concerning itself arbitrated.
d. The Court concluded there was no way to arbitrate this dispute using only the natural prolongations of the states' natural territory based on the natural baseline of the two states because of the position of the two baselines. Therefore, the Court decided that because it was one continental shelf, the only equitable solution was to divide the zone into two sectors and then divide those sectors in different way. The first zone was decided on based on a historical boundary of Libyan petroleum concessions. Thus, from Ras Ajdir to the point 33 degrees 55' N, 12 Degrees E the line of delimitation will be marked by a 26 degree angle. The second sector uses the Kerkennah Islands as a marking point to divide this sector.
IV. Principles a.
Continental shelf is important in this case because it marks the area in question between the two states and what rights the states have within this sea zone. b. Jurisdiction is important in this case because the Court could only decide on a zone that was not considered part of the territory of another uninvolved state. (i.e. Malta) c. Relevant past circumstances were useful in this case because they helped the Court decide how the delimitation zone should be divided. The Court used previous Libyan petroleum concessions made to Tunisia to decide which area should be under whose control. d. Determining the baseline of the states was extremely important in this cause because the Court found there was no way to decide this cause using the tradition method of prolonging natural territorial jurisdiction. e. Equity Principle was important because the delimitation zone needed to be divided as equally between the two states as possible taking into account the natural resources found there in order to assure that one states jurisdiction over a certain area of territory was not arbitrarily taken away.
V. Conclusion
This case is important because the both Libya and Tunisia are now bound by the decisions made by the Court in this case. This case affects their jurisdiction over areas of water which they may claim as their own and assert certain rights and jurisdiction over it. 
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